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a b s t r a c t

DiX C (or Parylene-C) has been widely used as a coating material to insulate neural electrodes in recent
decades. However, its uses are limited due to its extremely low adhesiveness with neuronal cells. Other
functional materials in the diX family, such as diX A, diX AM, and diX H, have been commercialized
recently and would offer different features in biocompatibility from diX C. However, their cell adhesive-
eywords:
iX
arylene
iocompatibility
ell adhesiveness
C12

ness remains unknown. In this work, we used an in vitro approach to investigate how the surface of each
material in the diX family affects the degree of neuronal cell adhesiveness compared with a conventional
culture dish of polystyrene (PS). The neuronal cell adhesiveness on diX AM and diX H was almost equiv-
alent to that for the PS dish, whereas neuronal cells did not settle on the surface of diX C and diX A. Our
results suggest that diX AM and diX H could provide another practical feature as a coating material for a
scaffold in a substrate with any configuration in neural devices.
eural device

oly(monochloro-para-xylene), commercially called diX C or
arylene-C, has been widely used as a coating to insulate neural
lectrodes [8–11,13,16]. This is because chemical vapor deposi-
ion of diX C provides a thin, conformal, and pinhole-free coating
n virtually any substrate, which protects substrates from mois-
ure, chemicals, and electric charge [4,10,11] and is also compatible
ith a micromachining process [8–10,14,17]. However, the usage

f diX C is limited to neural electrodes. It cannot be applied as a
oating material for other neural devices, such as regeneration-
ype electrodes for interfacing with the peripheral nervous system
nd multi-electrode array systems for in vitro electrophysiology. A
oating material for such neural devices must be able to promote
ellular growth and repopulation for stable recording and stimu-
ation. However, diX C cannot support and promote the growth

f neuronal cells because its hydrophobic characteristic leads to
xtremely low adhesiveness with them. Thus, diX C is not suit-
ble as a scaffold for the regeneration and extracellular matrix of
euronal cells.
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Recently, other functional materials in the diX family, such
as diX A, diX AM, diX H, diX SR, diX D, and diX CF, have
become commercially available. These materials have desirable
physical characteristics similar to those of diX C, such as excel-
lent gas-barrier and mechanical properties, and, like diX C, can
be coated by means of chemical vapor deposition. More impor-
tantly, they may offer functionalized features that diX C does
not. In particular, three materials – diX A [poly(monoamino-para-
xylene)], diX AM [poly(monoaminomethyl-para-xylene)], and diX
H [poly(monoaldehyde-para-xylene)] – could offer improved bio-
compatibility. This is because diX A and diX AM promote bioactivity
by providing an amino group (–NH2) and because diX H contains
an aldehyde group (–CHO) for immobilization of biomolecules (see
Fig. 1 for their chemical structures). However, despite the appar-
ent physical properties of these materials, their biocompatibility
remains unknown. In this work, using neuron-like cells, i.e., the rat
adrenal pheochromocytoma cell line (PC12 cells), we investigated
their biocompatibility, particularly how their surfaces affect the
degree of neuronal cell morphology and adhesiveness compared

with the conventional culture dish of polystyrene (PS).

Ten-centimeter-diameter PS culture dishes (3020-100, IWAKI)
were coated with diX A, diX AM, diX C or diX H (Daisankasei Co.,
Ltd.). The coating method was the same as that for diX C and has
been described elsewhere [8–10,14]. PC12 cells (RCB-0009, Riken

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043940
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neulet
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ig. 1. Chemical structures of (a) diX C [poly(monochloro-para-xylene)], (b) diX H
iX AM [poly(monoaminomethyl-para-xylene)].
ell Bank), which serve as a standard model for neuronal cells
1,7,15], were maintained in a neuro basal medium (21103, GIBCO)
ontaining 5% horse serum and 10% fetal bovine serum at 37 ◦C in
umidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. PC12 cells were cul-

ig. 2. Morphologies of PC12 cells on PS, diX A, diX AM, diX C, and diX H at 72 h (left co
agnification.
(monoaldehyde-para-xylene)], (c) diX A [poly(monoamino-para-xylene)], and (d)
tured on each dish for 144 h. Their morphologies were observed
with an inverse phase contrast microscope (IX-70, Olympus), and
more than seven pictures for each type of a dish were analyzed to
manually count the numbers of cells adhering to each surface at 72

lumn) and 144 h (right column). Scale bar is 100 �m. Each top-left image is a 4×
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[16] D. Tebbe, R. Thull, U. Gbureck, Influence of spacer length on heparin coupling
ig. 3. Adhesiveness of PC12 cells on the surface of materials in the diX family and
S (Student’s t-test; **p < 0.01). Error bars show the standard deviations.

nd 144 h. The control dish was a standard PS culture dish (3020-
00, IWAKI) without any diX-based materials coated on a substrate
3].

Fig. 2 shows the PC12 cell morphologies for all specimens at 72
nd 144 h. The specimens reached confluence at 144 h. DiX A and
iX C had extremely low adhesiveness to PC12 cells in all periods
f culturing. PC12 cells did not adhere on these surfaces. Instead,
hey floated in the culturing medium or a few cells settled on the
urface with a rounded shape. In contrast, PC12 cells adhered to the
urface of the diX AM and diX H and showed obvious outgrowth of
eurites. Notably, there were no differences in the morphologies
f the PC12 cells that had adhered to the non-diX-coated PS of the
tandard culture dish in all periods.

Fig. 3 shows the average density of adhering PC12 cells for all
pecimens. The error bars show the standard deviations of the
eans in images. Significantly larger numbers of cells adhered to

he surface of diX AM and diX H (p < 0.05 with Tukey–Kramer test)
han to the surface of diX A and diX C, whereas hardly any PC12
ells were observed on diX A and diX C even at 144 h. The number
f cells adhering to the surface of diX AM and diX H was compara-
le to the number adhering to the standard culture dish of PS in all
eriods (p > 0.1 with Tukey–Kramer test). The number of adhering
ells between diX AM and diX H was different at 72 h (p < 0.01 with
tudent’s t-test), but there was no significant difference at 144 h
p > 0.1 with Student’s t-test).

The amino group on the surface of a substrate is thought to
romote adhesiveness and the growth of neurons [13], suggest-

ng that both diX A and diX AM could promote cellular outgrowth.
owever, our results showed that PC12 cells adhered only to diX
M. This is probably because diX AM has a spacer of methylene
etween the benzene ring and amino group, whereas diX A does
ot and therefore directly couples between the benzene ring and
mino group. Many groups have reported that protein adhesive-
ess increases with a spacer [5], implying the promotion of cell
dhesiveness [6,16]. This supports our finding that diX AM has
onsiderably better adhesiveness than diX A.

Cell adhesiveness to diX H was not high at 72 h, but it increased

ill 144 h and reached confluence to become almost equivalent to
hat of the PS dishes. An aldehyde group is known to conjugate
mines on proteins [12]. This means that the aldehyde group of diX

would improve adhesiveness to neuronal cells such as seen in
ur results.

[

etters 464 (2009) 26–28

Recently, Chang et al. reported that changing the diX C surface
from hydrophobic to hydrophilic with an oxygen plasma treatment
improved cell adhesiveness [2]. This method is applicable, but there
is a technical drawback because the face exposed to plasma treat-
ment can only have a two-dimensional structure. On the other
hand, diX AM or diX H can be coated on a substrate with any
configuration and the coating can be achieved with the same con-
ventional coating process used for diX C without any extra process
steps.

In conclusion, this study examined neuronal cell adhesiveness
on the surface of materials in the diX family. Although the adhesion
of diX A was almost equivalent to that of diX C, diX AM and diX H
achieved high cellular adhesiveness close to that of the standard PS
tissue culture. Thus, diX AM and diX H potentially promise another
practical feature as a coating material for a scaffold in a substrate
with any configuration in neural devices.
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